
Today’s schools have the luxury of
being data-rich. School districts
increasingly have data warehouses,
assessment and evaluation special-
ists, and data from a wide variety of

assessments. Unfortunately, not all available data
turn into information to guide improvement
efforts. The difference is stark. Data are merely
numbers or words. Information is meaning made
from those data. 

Schools have data; principals have data; yet
not all teachers have data. School-based staff
developers or coaches have three primary respon-
sibilities related to helping teachers, and princi-
pals, too, turn data into information. These
responsibilities can be summarized simply as
access, analyze, act on.

Access data

Because there are so many types of data
from state assessments to nationally normed
tests, to common benchmark, and program
assessments such as DIBELS®, teachers are
often overwhelmed with accessing data. Coaches
can help in four ways. 

First, they can help teachers know what
types of data are available to them. Victoria
Bernhardt, nationally recognized expert of using
data for school improvement, describes four

types of data. (See table below.)
Second, coaches can demonstrate for the

whole staff or for small groups of teachers how
to use the school or district data management
system to access data for their students. This
often means helping teachers
log-in, know about available
data reports, and what infor-
mation is included in each. 

Third, coaches can assist
teachers individually or in
small groups with accessing
specific data for an area of
interest or need.

Last, coaches can also,
although they will want to lim-
it this, access data for teachers.
While teachers are often grate-
ful for this assistance, coaches
want to build teacher capacity
to access data independently
and decrease dependency on coaches to do this.

Analyze data

Coaches can also help colleagues with data
analysis. Data analysis is the process of turning
numbers or words into meaning. The process
involves making observations, inferences, and
generalizations. Observations are the facts. 
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How to spread the wealth of data
Joellen Killion is
director of special
projects for National
Staff Development
Council.
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DATA

Staff development that improves the

learning of all

students uses

disaggregated data

to determine adult

learning priorities,

monitor progress,

and help sustain

continuous

improvement.

TYPE OF DATA EXAMPLES

Achievement State assessment tests, grades, classroom tests, benchmark assessments, etc.

Demographic Number of siblings, number of family members, socioeconomic status, race, gender, etc.

Perception Parent beliefs about the school’s success, students’ sense of safety at school, student

attitudes about school, etc.

School processes How decisions are made, assigning students to classes/teachers, student scheduling,

intervention programs for students, counseling services, etc.
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When analyzing data, it is important to dif-
ferentiate between fact and inference. An infer-
ence is a conclusion drawn from the data or facts.
(See box at right.) During data analysis, the
coach assists teachers to use the data to answer
several questions:
• What patterns exist across multiple data

sets?

Investigating this question gives teachers
information about whether the pattern is a strong
one, meaning that the same observation appears
in multiple data sets or whether it is a weak one,
meaning that it appears in only one instance.
Before deciding to intervene, it is helpful to
know if there is a need for intervention or if the
area is an anomaly, appearing only in one partic-
ular data set or in one year’s data set. Identify
strong patterns that can be supported with multi-
ple years of data and across multiple types of
data.
• Which skill or knowledge areas are contribut-

ing to students’ performance?

You must know more than “math is low” in
order to do something about it. If coaches help
teachers probe the data so they discover that
problem solving is the lowest area, then teachers
can act on that information by designing appro-
priate interventions for problem solving in math.
• Which students?

When teachers can determine which students
have particular needs, they can address those
needs through appropriate instructional interven-
tions. If female students who are non-English
speakers are underperforming in algebraic rea-
soning, then teachers can identify appropriate,
laser-like instructional interventions to target this
need rather than revisit algebraic reasoning with
every student. 
• What might be causing this problem? 

Part of the analysis process is hypothesizing
about possible causes for the patterns. Coaches
help teachers explore possible causes and use
data to determine which are probable, those that
may significantly contribute to student perform-
ance. With this information, design interventions.
For example, if female non-English-speaking stu-
dents are underperforming in math, then it might
be probable that language is a significant con-
tributing factor. A viable cause is something that

educational systems can change. A condition is
something that exists, such as the students’ gen-
der, that can’t be changed.
Teachers can change
instructional methods and
use non-linguistic repre-
sentation. There are sever-
al broad categories of
causes teachers can
explore: instructional
methodology, curriculum,
professional knowledge
and skill, assessment, and
instructional resources.

While teachers are
analyzing student data,
coaches, too, are analyz-
ing the same data to help
them with professional
development decisions.
Coaches identify target
areas for their small group and individual interac-
tions with teachers and which ones might merit a
whole-school focus. Coaches might want to iden-
tify teachers who could help other teachers. Like
teachers, they will want to know if there are
strong patterns.

Act on data

Once teachers have analyzed data, then
coaches can help them act on the data. This
involves identifying a plan of action either for the
school, a department, course, or grade, and/or for
individuals to determine what actions to address
the target areas. 

Knowing the students and their learning
characteristics makes it easier to locate or create
interventions that have greater potential for suc-
cess. Coaches and teachers pinpoint evidence-
based, classroom interventions to address specific
target areas. For example,  non-English-speaking
students may benefit from using more non-lin-
guistic representations, such as manipulatives,
diagrams, organizers, etc. rather than linguistic
representations that depend on language fluency.
In this step, coaches need access to research,
resources, or content and instructional specialists
who can provide information. When coaches
know the research on teaching and learning and
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FACTS

• 43% of 8th graders

are proficient in

math.

• 62% of the students

who are proficient

are males.

That 43% proficient may

be double the

percentage of students

who were proficient last

year. Perhaps only girls

in 8th grade were

underperforming male

students.

INFERENCES

• Our students are not

doing well.

• Males are better in

math than females.

These inferences may

be true; however, based

on only the data in the

first column, they are

inferences until

supported with

additional data.

For more

information about

NSDC’s Standards

for Staff

Development, see

www.nsdc.org/

standards/

index.cfm
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can assist teachers in creating action research
processes to test proposed interventions, acting
on data will be more efficient.

Coaches also act on data by choosing inter-
ventions for teachers that are more appropriate
for their particular grade, subject, department,
students, career history, etc. Coaches have a vari-
ety of interventions available including providing

resources, conducting demonstration lessons,
conducting classroom observations and giving
feedback, co-teaching, or a vast array of profes-
sional learning designs to engage teachers in col-
laborative work and learning. 

If data are accessed, analyzed, and acted on,
students and teachers benefit. u

New book from NSDC 
for coaches

Taking the lead: New roles for teachers and

school-based coaches

By Joellen Killion and Cindy Harrison

This guide to school-based coaching is written by

two educators who have developed coaching

models and worked closely with dozens of

coaches. They explore the complex, multifaceted

roles played by teacher leaders and school-based

coaches, as well as examining district and school

expectations, hiring practices, and deployment of

these educators.

A companion CD-ROM

includes dozens of tools

that teacher leaders

and school-based

coaches can use in their

work. One of those

tools is a new set of

Innovation

Configurations for

school-based coaches.

NSDC, 2006. Item B352.

Price: $36, members; $45, nonmembers

Order through NSDC’s Online Bookstore,

store.nsdc.org

Once teachers have

analyzed data, then

coaches can help

them act on the data.

 


